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Abstract

MCSoCs, with their scalability and parallel computation power, provide an ideal imple-
mentation base for modern embedded systems. However, chip designers are facing a
design challenge wherein shrinking component sizes though have improved density
but started stressing energy budget. This phenomenon, that is called utilization wall,
has revolutionized the semiconductor industry by shifting the main purpose of chip
design from a performance-driven approach to a complex multiobjective one. The area
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of the chip which cannot be powered is known as dark silicon. In this chapter, we
address themultiobjectivism in dark silicon age. First, we overview state-of-the-art works
in a categorized manner. Second, we introduce a NoC-basedMCSoC architecture, named
shift sprinting, in order to increase overall reliability as well as gain high performance.
Third, we explain an application mapping approach, called round rotary mapping, for
HWNoC-based MCSoC in order to first balance the usage of wireless links by avoiding
congestion over wireless routers and second spread temperature across the whole chip
by utilizing dark silicon. Finally, we conclude the chapter by providing a future outlook
of dark silicon research trend.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Embedded systems are now ubiquitous, as evidenced by smartphones,

automobiles, game players, and smart appliances. Applications with ever-

increasing demand of processing speed and capability for handling huge data

impose formidable requirements on these systems. Many-Core System-on-

Chips (MCSoCs), with their scalability and parallel computation power,

provide an ideal implementation base for modern embedded systems.

However, chip designers are facing a design challenge wherein shrinking

component sizes though have improved density but started stressing power

budget. As a result, only some parts of the entire chip can be run at maximum

permissible frequency, while the remaining parts should either be switched off

(i.e., dark silicon) or run at lower frequency (i.e., dim silicon). The phenom-

enon of limiting performance rating, that is called utilization wall [1], has

revolutionized the semiconductor industry by shifting the main purpose of

chip design from a performance-driven approach to a complexmultiobjective

one. This multiobjectivism includes but is not limited to designing high-

performance, low-power, high-reliability, and low-temperature embedded

systems.

The growing interest to domore research in dark silicon field is completely

beheld in recent publications. Up until now, researchers have adopted differ-

ent perspectives toward the utilization wall problem that will be reviewed in

this section.

1.1 The Perennial Challenge of Power Management
Power has been always a challenge in modern MCSoCs and the utilization

wall problem inherently makes this challenge even more momentous.
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In this regard, GreenDoid is presented for mobile applications using

Conservation Cores (C-Cores) [2]. C-Cores are specialized coprocessors

designed to reduce the energy athwart all the program code. They are com-

bined with energy-efficient General-Purpose Processors (GPPs). Frequently

executed pieces of the code are implemented using the C-Cores, while

occasionally executed pieces are run on the GPPs. Moreover, a dark silicon

architecture for servers is presented [3]. The chip area is occupied with an

array of different application-specific cores. By dynamically powering up

a small number of these cores, the other cores can remain dark while peak

performance and power efficiency are achieved.

As an advanced approach, Computational Sprinting (CS) is proposed [4]

using phase-change materials to allow cores to exceed their sustainable thermal

budget for subsecond durations, providing a short but substantial computational

boost. Nowadays, commercial MCSoCs are available based on Network-on-

Chip (NoC) [5] communication infrastructure. It is also predicted that up-

coming MCSoCs will progressively continue operating on completely new

principles and novel NoC-based architectures. Thus, NoC-Sprinting (NS) is

introduced [6], in which the chip selectively sprints to any intermediate stages

insteadofdirectly activating all thecores in response to short-burst computations.

The mode-switching in CS lacks adaptability and only considers two states of

single-core operation or all-core sprinting. However, based on the behaviors

of the running applications, some in-between numbers of active cores may be

sufficient for reaching the optimal performance speedup with less power con-

sumption. On the other hand, NS lacks reliability and does not clearly consider

the cooldown period required for each core after sprinting phase. By assigning

sprinting periods to all or some fixed cores of the system, both CS and NS are

categorized in periodical sprinting class. To address periodical sprinting prob-

lems, the conceptofdistributional sprinting is introduced [7], utilizing cooldown

period to provide high performance for streaming applications.

Most of the papers in dark silicon field have considered heterogeneous

architectures. Even the evaluation results in Ref. [8] demonstrate that building

heterogeneous MCSoCs with different materials can efficiently utilize the

chip-level resource and deliver the optimal balance among performance,

power consumption, and cost. However, the authors in Ref. [9] have chal-

lenged the conventional wisdom that dark silicon chipsmust be heterogeneous

in nature by building a case for homogeneous MCSoCs. The proposed solu-

tions in this chapter are also based on homogeneous MCSoCs.

Additionally, keeping components cool is one of the most important

challenges that becomes more severe by semiconductor technology scaling.
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Overheating causes significant reductions in the operating life of a device.

Moreover, uncertainties in reliability can lead to performance, cost, and time-

to-market penalties [10]. Thus, challenges and opportunities of the emergence

of dark silicon in the context of thermal management and reliability are dis-

cussed in Ref. [11]. Moreover, in Ref. [12] a new power budget concept,

called Thermal Safe Power (TSP), is presented which results in a higher total

systemperformance,while themaximum temperature among all cores remains

below the threshold level that triggers dynamic thermal management.

1.2 The Essence of Efficient Application Mapping Schemes
Since the cores asymmetrically degrade in dark silicon age, the application

mapping procedure is disrupted. Thus, traditional approaches can no longer

satisfy the complex multiobjective goals of the system.

InRef. [13] a sustainability control system is designed that monitors aging

and passes core utilization guidelines to a Central Manager (CM) responsible

for application mapping. The mapping procedure follows two main objec-

tives: First, sustaining the benefits of differential reliability and then, maxi-

mizing energy efficiency. Moreover, since switching on all the clusters in

a cluster-basedMCSoCmay violate power budget, an application arrival rate

runtime scheduler is proposed [14] to minimize mean service time within a

power budget. Applications can be migrated between clusters and typically,

one cluster is active at any point, while the other clusters remain dark.

In Ref. [15] a thermal-aware application mapping policy is proposed to

determine the locations of active and dark cores for each application on the

chip, such that the potential temperature increase is reduced as much as pos-

sible. InRef. [16] an efficient heuristic is employed to jointly optimize the dark

silicon pattern and application mapping, which is enabled by a light-weight

temperature prediction mechanism that provides an estimate of the chip tem-

perature profile resulting from a candidate solution. In Ref. [17] a runtime

application mapping approach is presented that dynamically adapts the degree

of parallelism to minimize average application service times and energy.

Despite the fact that a NoC-based architecture has many advantages, its

multihopnaturehas negative impact onboth latency andpower consumption

parameters especially when the network size increases. Therefore, alternative

technologies such asHybridWirelessNoC (HWNoC)have introduced [18].

Also, a temperature- and congestion-aware application mapping algorithm

is presented [19] targeted at tackling two critical concerns in emerging
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HWNoC-based MCSoCs: Alleviation of the severe congestion onWireless

Routers (i.e., the routers equipped with wireless transceivers, WRs) and

prevention of persistent hot spots in the network.

1.3 The Emergence of Novel Perspectives
Anotherway to tackle the utilizationwall problem is to change the traditional

thinking by proposing new computing schemes, new computation compo-

nents, or even newelectronic devices.However, inmost of the times, chang-

ing everything from basis is not an electronic factory cup of tea. Thus, the

proposed solutions should be fully or partially compatible with existing

technologies.

In Ref. [20] the authors have proposed to use approximate computing in

programming level. However, the runtime system should be configured in a

way that the approximation does not produce unacceptable outputs. In

Ref. [21] the authors have identified new research opportunities in optimization

of interconnects in the scenario of accelerators. In Ref. [22] the authors

have used a combination of steep slope and CMOS devices in the design of

MCSoCs.They have adopted themost promising steep-slope device candidate,

interband Tunnel Field-Effect Transistors (TFETs), and evaluate a CMOS-

TFET MCSoC.

2. SHIFT SPRINTING: RELIABLE TEMPERATURE-AWARE
NoC-BASED MCSoC ARCHITECTURE IN DARK
SILICON AGE

In recent years, tile-based architectures with NoC as communication

framework are emerging as an attractive alternative to bus-based systems.

Nowadays, users are using their smartphones not only for daily communica-

tion but also increasingly for media streaming. Thus, the Quality of Service

(QoS) of real-time streaming applications will becomemore andmore impor-

tant for next generations of mobile devices. Furthermore, reliability issues are

highly challengeable in the future mobile devices due to the limited cooling

options. In short, designing reliable mobile devices to provide QoS-aware

real-time streaming for the users is crucially important in dark silicon age.

In this section, a fine-grained NoC-based MCSoC architecture, named Shift

Sprinting (SS) [7], is introduced in order to reliably utilize dark silicon under

the power budget constraint.
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2.1 Preliminaries and Motivations
As a preliminary study, a 2�2 NoC-based SoC is simulated under uniform

streaming traffic to show the necessity of high-performance and high-

reliability demands of real-time streaming applications. By an optimistic

assumption each sprinting period is considered to be equal to the cooldown

period. Moreover, each core in sprinting status is supposed to gain perfor-

mance by a factor of four and to lose life span by a factor of two compared

to the core in nominal status. Maximum traffic injection rate and the average

lifetime of the system running in idle status are called λfull and γidle, respectively.

2.1.1 High-Performance Demands
It is shown in Refs. [4,6] that for serving short-burst computations, inter-

leaving the status of the cores between nominal and sprinting along with

cooldown intervals can be beneficial. Since in sprinting status the core is

operating on higher than the Thermal Design Power (TDP) constraint,

phase change of the core internal materials can be used to tolerate such sit-

uation. It is assumed that the core temperature stays constant for a specified

time during the melting phase of the materials.

However, applying short-burst computations is not enough to fully sup-

port real-time streaming applications (e.g., watching a live football match)

because these applications require continues high-computation demands

(i.e., frequent sprinting periods) in order to provide QoS to the users. Also,

as shown in Fig. 1A, applying periodical sprinting to a fixed set of cores does

not solve the problem neither since it still requires cooldown intervals. On

the other hand, as proposed in Fig. 1B, migrating the running application to

dark cores utilizes cooldown periods and provides appropriate QoS to the

users.

Fig. 2 shows the average network latency for both periodical sprinting

and distributional sprinting in a 2�2 NoC-based SoC. By increasing the

traffic injection rate, the weakness of periodical sprinting over distributional

sprinting is fully observed.

2.1.2 High-Reliability Demands
Systems designed for dark silicon allow periodical sprinting to some specific

cores while let others stay at dark. This greatly increases the permanent fail-

ure probability of those highly active cores that may lead to system failure.

Hence, distributing the sprinting periods through the whole system can

reduce the core malfunction possibility. Fig. 3 demonstrates the failure
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probability of the system over time in both periodical sprinting and distri-

butional sprinting in a 2�2 NoC-based SoC under the injection rate of

0.5 λfull. It is supposed that failure of a single core leads to the whole system

failure. As it can be seen the failure probability of periodical sprinting is

almost as 1.5� as likely as distributional sprinting.

2.2 SS Architecture
By employing the concept of distributional sprinting, both high-performance

and high-reliability demands of NoC-based MCSoCs can be fulfilled in dark

silicon age.

2.2.1 Core Behavior Model
The core behavior model of SS is depicted in Fig. 4. Each core has four main

states including dark, idle, active, and malfunction.

Dark: In the future generations of MCSoCs, the common state of the

core is dark. In this state the core is power-gated.

Idle:After waking up the core, it goes to idle state (i.e., the core is powered

on but still no application is assigned to it). Moreover, after the application

departure, the core goes to warm status until it cools down and reaches the

cold status. Then, it can go back to dark state.

Active: When an application arrives to the core, it goes to active state.

In active state the status is interchangeable between nominal and sprinting.

In nominal status, the core is operating under the TDP constraint. On the
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other hand, in sprinting status, the core is operating on higher than the TDP

for a temporary period in order to speed up the process.

Malfunction: In the case of fault happening, the core state is changed to

malfunction. If the fault is temporary, after resolving the problem, the core

can go back into the normal cycle. Otherwise, it comes to permanent failure.

2.2.2 System Topology
Rather than abandon the benefits of transistor density scaling, some cores are

transiently allowed to operate on higher than the TDP. Themobile platform

trend shows that the future MCSoCs with the same die area as current

mobile chips will have enough dark cores (i.e., on average 52% [1]) to sup-

port additional cores during sprinting. The topology of SS is based on the 2D

meshNoC. As an example we have eight different phases (i.e., four sprinting

and four nominal) in SS shown in Fig. 5. The shift can happen between dif-

ferent phases whenever necessary. In nominal phases, a single core is operating

under the TDP constraint. On the contrary, in sprinting phases thermal capac-

itance of chosen cores is increased over short timescales in order to boost

up the process (i.e., the sprinted cores operate on higher than the TDP). Based

on each application characteristics, the number of sprinted cores required to

provide maximal performance speedup varies.

In most of the available dynamic application mapping techniques in

the literature, one core is already dedicated to the CM. In SS, CM is also

used to globally control application migration process. In order to speed up

the application migration process, in addition to the CM, there are three
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Sub-Managers (SMs) that are responsible for collecting information from

other cores. Each core sends and receives information from its nearestmanager.

For controlling the applicationmigration process efficiently, themanagers have

created a ring topology network.As it can be seen fromFig. 5 theCM is resided

in one corner (i.e., core #1) and three SMs are resided in other corners (i.e.,

core #5, core #21, and core #25); they formed a ring network all together.

This network can be characterized either by wireless or virtual ring network.

Wireless Ring Network (WRN): In WRN, by applying long-range, high-

bandwidth, and low-power wireless links [23], a real ring network is formed

on top of the 2D mesh NoC. In this case, only the manager routers are

required to be equipped with wireless communication capabilities.

Virtual Ring Network (VRN): In VRN, physical channel has a virtual

channel that can be dynamically configured for low-latency and low-power

connection with a high priority [24]. However, all the NoC routers have to

be equipped with extra virtual channels to support these connections.

2.2.3 Application Migration Scheme
If the temperature reaches a certain threshold, the application migration

(i.e., shifting between different phases) will start. One upper-bound thresh-

old for each core and a pair of upper-bound and lower-bound thresholds

for the whole system are defined. SS state diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

Maximum Core Temperature (MCT): When the temperature of each core

reaches the MCT, the shift happens from the current sprinting to the next

sprinting phase. MCT is a static threshold relies on the core materials and is

defined based on Tmax values in Fig. 1. MCT threshold is responsible for the

inner loop of Fig. 6 (i.e., shifting between different sprinting phases).

Maximum and Average Overall Temperature (MOT and AOT): When the

overall temperature of the system reaches the MOT, the shift happens from

the current sprinting to the next nominal phase. In reverse, when the overall

temperature of the system goes back to the AOT, the shift happens from the

current nominal to the sprinting phase. Both MOT and AOT are dynamic

thresholds that depend highly on application behaviors. Note that obtaining

the optimal values for these dynamic thresholds is beyond the scope of this

chapter.MOT and AOT are managed in the outer loop of Fig. 6 (i.e., shifting

between sprinting and nominal phases).

In dark silicon age, the required free cores are guaranteed to be available

for application migration. With this scheme, instead of waiting for the cores

to cooldown after each sprinting phase, the intervals between cooldown

periods of the cores are utilized by migrating applications to dark cores
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and maximizing the sprinting timelines. From evaluation perspective, SS state

diagram has an inherent reliability consideration. By distributing the sprinting

periods across the whole system, SS spreads the gradual aging process to all the

cores. On the other hand, the more the system stays in the inner loop, the

better the overall performance is.

2.2.4 Controlling Mechanism
A cost function is needed for the CM in order to determine the best desti-

nation core for application migration. When the threshold in one sprinting

phase reaches the MCT, the running application will migrate to the next

sprinting phase. The destination cores in the next phase are chosen based

on the least current temperature order. The system stays in this loop (i.e., inner

loop of Fig. 6) until it reaches the MOT threshold. For MOT threshold, all

the running applications will migrate to the next phase manager until the

overall temperature of the system goes back to AOT. In this case, the running
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applications in the manager spread through the dark cores of that phase based

on the optimal number of sprinted cores required for each application. Then,

the sprinting phase is started again. Fig. 7 shows SS controlling algorithm. It is

assumed that only one application can be executed in a sprinted core at each

time and the application itself knows the optimal number of required sprinted

cores to provide maximal performance speedup.

2.3 Methodology
Experiments are performed on a cycle-accurate many-core platform

implemented in SystemC. A pruned version of an open source simulator

for mesh-based NoCs, called Noxim [25], is utilized as its communication

architecture. For power and temperature simulations, power and thermal

models taken fromRefs. [26,27] are integrated as libraries into the simulator.

By an optimistic assumption each sprinting period is considered to be equal

Fig. 7 Shift sprinting controlling algorithm.
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to the cooldown period. Moreover, each core in sprinting status is supposed

to gain performance by a factor of 4 and to lose life span by a factor of 2

compared to the core in nominal status. Maximum traffic injection rate and

the average lifetime of the system running in idle status are called λfull and γidle,
respectively. Somemultithreaded applications from the PARSEC [28] bench-

mark suite are used in the experiments. Three different network sizes of 16

(no dark silicon), 36 (55% dark silicon), and 64 (75% dark silicon) cores are

considered in the simulations. Comparisons are also made between SS and

two state-of-the-arts architectures: CS [4] and NS [6].

2.3.1 Power Model
Power consumption of each core is modeled as two major parameters, i.e.,

dynamic power due to transistor switching and static power due to leakage.

Therefore, total power for each core is given by:

Ptotal ¼Pdynamic +Pleakage (1)

Generally, dynamic power is given by:

Pdynamic ¼ αCeV
2
dd f (2)

where α is the activity factor,Ce is the effective capacitance,Vdd is the supply

voltage, and f is the running frequency of the core. Assuming both the activ-

ity factor and the effective capacitance as constants, dynamic power changes

quadratically to supply voltage and linearly to frequency. According to Ref.

[29], the static power of a system is given by:

Pleakage ¼VddNtr kd Is (3)

whereNtr is the number of transistors, kd is a device-specific constant, and Is
is the normalized static current for each transistor that is proportional to the

leakage current of a single transistor.

2.3.2 Thermal Model
For the thermal model, a well-knownRC thermal network, defined in Ref.

[27], is adopted in the simulator, which considers the duality between ther-

mal and electrical circuits. According to this model, the steady-state temper-

atures of the cores can be computed as follows:

TC¼BPC +H1 +H2 (4)

whereTC is the steady-state temperatures of all the cores on the chip.Matrix

B contains the amount of the heat contribution of all the cores. Thus, heat
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transfer among the cores is considered. Column vector H1 contains the heat

contribution of the other thermal nodes to the cores, while H2 contains the

heat contribution of the ambient temperature to the cores. Assuming only

one application can be executed in a sprinted core, with respect to the map-

ping of applications, a binary matrix L¼ [Li, j] is defined. If application aj is

mapped to core ci, [Li, j]¼1; otherwise, [Li, j]¼0.

By involving the power vector of the applications and the mapping

matrix in Eq. (4), we get the following equation:

TC ¼BLPA +H (5)

where PA is a column vector containing the power consumptions of all the

applications and H is the sum of H1 and H2. Furthermore, Eq. (6) expresses

the direct relation between application power consumption and the steady-

state temperature of any core ci:

Tci ¼
Xk

j¼1

biljpj +H (6)

where bi is the row i from matrix B which corresponds to core ci, lj is the

column j of matrix Lwhich corresponds to application aj, and pj is the power

consumption of application aj. Hence, the thermal model calculates the

steady-state temperature for any core of the system given the mapping

matrix of the applications.

2.4 Experimental Results
2.4.1 Performance Evaluation
Fig. 8 shows the normalized execution time of different workloads in SS.

In comparisonwith 16-coreNoC (no dark silicon), the average performance

improvement of 64-core NoC (75% dark silicon) is 36% and that of 36-core

Fig. 8 Execution time comparison between different sizes of SS.
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NoC (55% dark silicon) is 24%. As a result, even with increasing of dark

silicon area in upcomingMCSoCs, the performance of SS will still improve.

This happens because SS utilizes cooldown periods by activating dark cores.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the normalized executing time of different workloads

with different architectures for 64-core NoC (75% dark silicon). The results

show that SS considerably reduces the execution time compared to other

approaches. It achieves 55%and25%average performance improvement com-

pared to CS and NS, respectively. The performance gain is because of the

higher overall sprinting periods provided by utilizing cooldown periods. As

it can be seen from Fig. 9, all the architectures performed quite the same under

“Blackscholes” workload that is a nonstreaming financial analysis application.

This is because “Blackscholes” achieves the optimal performance speedup in

CS and hence leave no space for power gating inNS and neither power gating

nor application migration in SS.

In addition, Fig. 10 shows the normalized network latency of different

workloads with different architectures for 64-core NoC (75% dark silicon)

Fig. 9 Execution time comparison between different architectures.

Fig. 10 Network latency comparison between different architectures.
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under the injection rate of 0.75 λfull. It can be seen that SS reduces the com-

munication latency for all the applications (28% in average) in comparison

with CS and for most of the applications (11% in average) in comparison

with NS. SS performs quite well in the media-processing applications

(e.g., Vips and X264). On the other hand, performance degradation of SS in

the animationworkloads (e.g., facesim and fluidanimate) comparedwithNS is

due to application migration overhead. Therefore, still more attempts are

required to minimize migration overhead by finding optimal thresholds and

making low-overhead migration mechanisms. Applying self-aware mecha-

nisms based on application behavior prediction [30] may decrease the migra-

tion overhead.

2.4.2 Power Consumption Measurement
Fig. 11 displays the normalized network power consumption of different

workloads with different architectures for 64-core NoC (75% dark silicon)

under the injection rate of 0.75 λfull. On average, SS saves 58% power com-

pared to CS while consuming almost the same power as NS. This is because

of the fact that dark cores (i.e., 75% of the cores) are power-gated in both

SS and NS.

As another evaluation parameter, Fig. 12 depicts the normalized Energy

Delay Product (EDP) of different workloads with different architectures for

64-core NoC (75% dark silicon). It can be seen that even with the overhead

of application migration approach, the average EDP of SS in the media-

processing applications (e.g., Vips and X264) is less than the other architec-

tures that makes it a promising architecture for future mobile devices.

Fig. 11 Network power comparison between different architectures.
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2.4.3 Thermal Analysis
Fig. 13 demonstrates the thermal analysis of SS under X264 workload for

36-coreNoC(55%dark silicon) afterone, two, and threeconsecutive sprinting.

Since SS uses simultaneous techniques of core sprinting, applicationmigration,

and power gating to distribute the heat across the chip, it can efficiently avoid

hot spots in the system. The peak temperature is 322.8K and the average tem-

perature of the system is 298.9, 304.3, and 312.5K after one, two, and three

consecutive sprinting, respectively.

Furthermore, Fig. 14 displays the thermal analysis of different architec-

tures under X264 workload for 36-core NoC (55% dark silicon) after four

consecutive sprinting. As shown in Fig. 14A, CS results in a hot spot in the

center of the chip. Moreover, since thermal-aware floor planning of NS tries

tophysically separate logical connected cores, heat is distributed to the corners

of the chip as depicted in Fig. 14B. Such floor-planning proposal has three

disadvantages: First, it requires additional overheads at design stage; second,

it is highly application specific and is not suitable for dynamic workloads;

third, it leads to performance degradation due to long-distance communica-

tions between physically separated cores.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 14C, SS outperforms the other two

architectures to efficiently distribute the heat across the chip. First, it does

not require any temperature-aware floor planning; second, it does not rely

on specific running applications to avoid hot spots; third, there is no need to

change the physical positions of the cores.

2.4.4 Reliability Assessment
The central hot spot in CS and the angular hot spots in NS greatly increase

the failure probability (both temporary and permanent) of those highly

active cores due to frequent phase change of the core internal materials.

Fig. 12 EDP comparison between different architectures.
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Fig. 15 demonstrates the failure probability of different architectures over

time under X264 workload for 36-core NoC (55% dark silicon) under the

injection rate of 0.5 λfull. It is assumed that failure of a single core leads to the

whole system failure. It can be seen that fair core unitization in SS not only

efficiently distributes the heat across the chip but also decreases the possibility

of failure of each core which ultimately increases the reliability of the system.

In other words, in SS the cores are aging almost evenly. On the contrary, there

are some central aged cores in CS as well as some cornered aged ones in NS

through time, while the others are still young. The aged cores are increasingly

subjected to failure than the young ones. This fact makes the requirement of

fault-tolerant mechanisms inevitable in CS and NS.

2.5 Summary
Of all the challenges the mobile device industry faces, keeping components

cool is the most important, since overheating causes significant reductions in

the operating life of a device and leads to device failure. Moreover, QoS of

real-time streaming applications will become more and more important for

future generations of mobile devices. On the other hand, due to the dark

silicon problem, the threshold voltage cannot be scaled without exponen-

tially increasing leakage, and as a result, the operating voltage should be kept

roughly constant.

Therefore, in this section, a fine-grained NoC-based MCSoC architec-

ture, called SS, alongwith core behaviormodel, system topology, application

migration scheme, and controlling mechanism was introduced in order to

handle high-performance QoS-aware mobile demands by reliably utilizing

Fig. 15 Reliability comparison between different architectures.
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dark silicon. Simulation results reported meaningful gain in performance,

temperature, and reliability of the system compared to state-of-the-art

works. Fig. 16 represents a comparison summary between SS, CS, and

NS. As it can be seen from Fig. 16, SS is a promising architecture for future

MCSoC mobile devices capable of providing QoS media streaming

demands.

3. ROUND ROTARY MAPPING: TEMPERATURE- AND
CONGESTION-AWARE APPLICATION MAPPING
APPROACH FORWIRELESS NoC IN DARK SILICON AGE

HWNoC provides high-bandwidth, low-latency, and flexible topol-

ogy configurations, making this emerging technology a scalable communi-

cation fabric for futureMCSoCs. However, high energy costs of theWRs in

comparison with the conventional routers not only limits the integration of

WRs on a single chip but also introduces a direct confrontation with the uti-

lization wall. On the other hand, by employing limited number ofWRs, they

are more vulnerable to congestion since far apart traffics intend to utilize wire-

less express links which result in high wireless channel competitions. More-

over, as it is mentioned in previous section, keeping future MCSoCs—with

hundreds of embedded cores—cool has a high priority. Thus, in this section,

we introduce a temperature- and congestion-aware applicationmapping algo-

rithm, named Round Rotary Mapping (RRM) [19], targeted at tackling two

critical concerns in HWNoC-based MCSoCs in dark silicon age: Alleviation

of the severe congestion on WRs and prevention of persistent hot spots in

the network.

Fig. 16 Comparison summary.
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3.1 Preliminaries and Motivations
A 4�4 HWNoC-based SoC (Fig. 17A) with two WRs is simulated using

random task mapping (Fig. 17B) and congestion-aware dynamic task map-

ping (Fig. 17C) presented in Ref. [31] to show the necessity of both con-

gestion avoidance and hot spot prevention. Several applications each with

two to five tasks are randomly generated. Each application is considered

to have 75% intracommunication among its tasks and 25% intercommuni-

cation with the tasks of other applications. Applications are scheduled based

on the First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) policy and the maximum traffic

injection rate is λfull. An allocation request for the scheduled application is

sent to the CM of the system. CM keeps track of the free cores to map

the new tasks. Moreover, each core sends its status to the CM periodically.

3.1.1 Congestion
Fig. 18 shows the average network latency comparison between random and

dynamic task mapping schemes in 4�4 HWNoC-based SoC. In random

task mapping, the traffic is not evenly distributed in the network, resulting

in high congestion surrounding WRs which degrades the network perfor-

mance significantly. On the other hand, in dynamic task mapping, the traffic

is more balanced globally, resulting in great average latency reduction.

3.1.2 Hot Spot
The thermal analysis of 4�4HWNoC-based SoCwith random and dynamic

taskmapping in 0.5 λfull is depicted in Fig. 19. In random taskmapping, the hot

spot regions are observed around theWRs sincemost of the traffics aremoving

toward them. With dynamic task mapping, although the congestion around

WRs is decreased, the hot spot problem is getting worse around the CM

because the applications are contiguouslymappedas close aspossible to theCM.
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Fig. 17 (A) 4�4 HWNoC-based SoC with two WRs using (B) random task mapping and
(C) dynamic task mapping.
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3.2 RRM Algorithm
Based on the above discussions, a reliable mapping is essential for HWNoC-

based MCSoC that not only improves network performance by reducing

severe congestion around WRs, but rather achieves energy efficiency by

preventing hot spots in the network. In other words, we may combine the

performance gain obtained by dynamic task mapping shown in Fig. 18 with

a temperature-aware method to avoid hot spots depicted in Fig. 19.

3.2.1 System Configuration
Without loss of generality, a 2DmeshHWNoC is virtually divided into several

regions where the number of regions equals to the number of available WRs.
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Fig. 19 Thermal distribution for 4�4 HWNoC-based SoC (A) random task mapping and
(B) dynamic task mapping.

Fig. 18 Average network latency in 4�4 HWNoC-based SoC with random and dynamic
task mapping.
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TheWRs are interconnected to form awireless highway if they fall within each

other transmission range. Thus, in each dedicated region only one WR exists

and the WR is associated to serve as the access point to the highway. For net-

work efficiency, HWNoC is partitioned in a way that any core within a region

has the minimum hop count toward the WR of that region than the WRs of

the other regions. For borderline cases that a coremay have the same hop count

from two or moreWRs, the core will be randomly assigned to one of the can-

didate regions. Fig. 20 shows two 64-coreHWNoC-basedMCSoCswith four

and three regions.

Moreover, regardless of the number of regions, four Cartesian coordi-

nate systems are defined as Down-Left (DL), Top-Left (TL), Top-Right

(TR), and Down-Right (DR) shown in Fig. 21. Origin of each coordinate

system is one of the four corners of the network. At each moment, there

is one active region (active_R) along with one active coordinate system

(active_C). Furthermore, the WRs are equipped with the control logic

to manage the application mapping within their regions. One of the

WRs is assigned as CM and the other WRs are named Regional Managers

(RMs). Since each manager is responsible to assign the tasks on its own

region, the hierarchical managing scheme helps balance the workload dis-

tribution between different managers.

3.2.2 Application Representation
In many embedded system applications like robotics, biomedical systems, and

multimedia control systems, not only the tasks of each application are able to
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Fig. 20 8�8 HWNoC-based MCSoC (A) four regions and (B) three regions.
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communicate with each other (i.e., intracommunication), but also multiple

applicationsmay also communicatewith eachother (i.e., intercommunication).

Intracommunication: An undirected graph, naming Task Graph (TG),

represents each application and intracommunication between its tasks

in the system. Each vertex denotes one task of the application, while each

edge stands for communication between each two tasks as given in Eq.

(7). The TGs of four applications each with two to five tasks are shown

in Fig. 22. The amount of data transferred between any two tasks is indi-

cated on the edge.

8ti 2T , 8ei, j 2E,app¼TG T , Eð Þ (7)

Intercommunication: Since the applications are considered to enter the system

at runtime, no static graph can be defined for intercommunication between

different applications. An incoming application may request to communicate

with an already mapped application. Moreover, an existing application in

the system may ask to communicate with a newly mapped one or the one
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which is not yetmappedonto the system.Thus, the intercommunicationgraph

between different applications is highly dynamic.

3.2.3 Mapping Algorithm
RRM tries to map incoming applications region by region in a round-robin

manner to balance the thermal distribution globally while periodically rotat-

ing the Cartesian coordinate system to balance the thermal distribution within

each region locally. On the other hand, the tasks of each application are

mappedwith regard to theminimumHop-CountContiguity (HCC) in order

to reduce congestion caused by long-distance communications of the same

tasks of each application.

Fig. 23 represents the RRM algorithm. In Initialization() function, the

number of regions (i.e., r), set of regions (i.e., R¼{R1,R2,…,Rr}), and set

of coordinate systems (i.e.,C¼{DL,TL,TR,DR}) are initialized.Moreover,

the active region and active coordinate system are also initialized to the first

element of each set (i.e., active_R¼R1 and active_C¼DL). Then, applications

are chosen based on the FCFS policy since no background information is

considered about incoming applications. In case of having background

Fig. 23 RRM algorithm.
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information about the incoming applications, an appropriate application selec-

tion policy can be applied which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

In each region, RRM first tries to find a set of free cores with the smallest

“Y”s. Then among them, the core with the smallest “X” is chosen in order

to map the first task of the application. The first task of each application is

returned from the FirstTask(app, free_XY) function. This function returns the

task of the selected application (i.e., app) with the equal or smaller number

of edges than the available free cores around the chosen core (i.e., free_XY).

If there is more than one task with the aforementioned criteria, then the first

task would be the one with the most intensive communication among the

candidates. If there is no task with the equal or smaller edges as the available

free cores around free_XY, the task with the least intensive communication

among all the tasks is chosen. In the case of existing two or more candidates

with the same characteristics, one of them is randomly chosen.

Fig. 24 shows the first task selection for different values of available free

cores around free_XY for the four applications of Fig. 22. For example, in appli-

cation A (i.e., Fig. 22A) if the number of available free cores around free_XY

is “1,” there is no task with the equal or smaller number of edges as “1”; thus,

the task with the least intensive communication among all the tasks of appli-

cation A (i.e., T4) is selected. However, if the available free cores are “2,” two

candidates (i.e., T2 and T4) have equal or smaller number of edges than “2”;

among them,T2 is selected because it hasmore intensive communications than

T4 (i.e., 16 vs 14). If the number of available cores is equal or greater than “3,”

the task with the most intensive communications (i.e., T3) will be chosen.

Note that in a mesh-based NoC the maximum available cores around each

core are eight. Also in each region, only the free cores within that region

are considered. The first task selection helps choose the most suitable central

task of the selected application (i.e., app) to bemapped into the chosen free core

of the system (i.e., free_XY) according to minimum HCC mapping.

After mapping the first task to free_XY, RRM tries to map the other tasks

of the application based on minimum HCC around the first task within that

Fig. 24 First task selection example.
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region.MinimumHCC is defined as minimumoverall hop count between all

the cores in which the application is mapped into. In the case that the appli-

cation does not fit into the current region (i.e., active_R), the current region

will bemergedwith the next region temporarily. After mapping of each appli-

cation, the active region is shifted to the next region to balance the thermal

distribution globally. Moreover, after a complete round (i.e., all the regions

become active once in one coordinate system) the origin of the coordinate

system is rotated to the next origin to balance the thermal distribution within

each region as well. Note that when the RRM algorithm reaches the last

element of R (or C), it starts from the beginning again, i.e., active_R is set

toR1 (or active_C is set to DL). In the case that there is no available application

to be mapped into the system, RRM goes to the Sleep() mode until a new

application arrives and signals to wake up.

Overall, RRM tries to map the task of each application as contiguous as

possible basedonminimumHCC to avoid long-distance communications that

mostly influence the WRs. Also, it tries to spread the temperature across the

chip by periodically changing the regions (i.e., global heat distribution) and

coordinate systems (i.e., local heat distribution).

3.2.4 Step-by-Step Examples
In order to have a better understanding of RRM algorithm, two step-by-

step examples are discussed as follows. In each example the four applications

of Fig. 22 as well as four more applications are considered to be mapped into

the system. Fig. 25 represents a visual example of the RRM algorithm in a

region-based 64-core HWNoC with four symmetric regions. In Fig. 25A

application A (i.e., Fig. 22A) with four tasks arrives. Since the first region

is active and the active coordinate is DL (i.e., down-left), RRM chooses

the core (0,0) as free_XY because it is the core with the smallest Y and then

the smallest X in the first region based on DL coordinate system. Since the

number of available free cores around the core (0,0) is “3,” T3 is chosen as

the first task of application A based on Fig. 24. Then T3 is assigned to core

(0,0). Afterward, the other three tasks of application A are mapped as con-

tiguous as possible to T3. Now the active region is shifted to the second one.

In Fig. 25B application B (i.e., Fig. 22B) with two tasks arrives. The

second region is active and the active coordinate is still DL. Thus, RRM

chooses the core (0,4) as free_XY because it is the core with the smallest Y

and then the smallest X in the second region with respect to DL coordinate

system. Then, either T1 or T2 is selected as the first task of application B

according to Fig. 24. Since application B has only one more task, it can be

mapped at core (1,4) or core (0,5) with respect to contiguity. In these cases
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one of the cores is randomly chosen as the target. Then the active region is

changed to the third one.

In Figs. 24D and 25C applications C (i.e., Fig. 22C) and D (i.e., Fig. 22D)

are mapped. Then, because the active region is reached to the last region in

the first round, the coordinate system is rotated to TL (i.e., top-left) and the

active region is again shifted to the first one. Now, in Fig. 25E for application

Ewith four tasks the core (4,0) of new coordinate system (i.e., TL) is chosen as

Free_XY. The procedure continues for the applications F, G, and H.

Moreover, Fig. 26 shows a visual example of RRM algorithm in a region-

based 64-core HWNoC-based MCSoC with three asymmetric regions. The

RRM works exactly the same for both symmetric and asymmetric regions.

However, more attention is required to following up the step-by-step proce-

dure in asymmetric regions. At first, in Fig. 26A application A (i.e., Fig. 22A)

with four tasks arrives. Since the first region is active and the active coordinate

is DL, RRM chooses the core (0,0) as free_XY. Since the number of available

free cores around the core (0,0) is “3,” T3 is chosen as the first task of appli-

cation A based on Fig. 24. Then T3 is assigned to core (0,0). After mapping

the other tasks of application A as contiguous as possible to T3, the active

region is shifted to the second one.

In Fig. 26B application B (i.e., Fig. 22B) with two tasks arrives. Since the

second region is active and the active coordinate is still DL, RRM chooses

the core (3,3) because it is the core with the smallest Y and then the smallest

X in the second region based on the DL coordinate system. Then, either T1

or T2 is selected as the first task of application B according to Fig. 24. Since

application B has only one more task, it can be only mapped at the core (3,4)

with respect to the minimum HCC. Then the active region is shifted to the

third one.

In Fig. 26C application C (i.e., Fig. 22C) with five tasks arrives and core

(6,0) is selected as free_XY. Since the number of available free cores around the

core (6,0) is “4,”T4 is chosen as the first task of applicationC based on Fig. 24.

Aftermapping applicationC, since all the regions aremet in the first round,

the coordinate system is rotated to TL. Applications D, E, and F are mapped

based on the new coordinate system to the first, second, and third regions,

respectively.Next, because all the regions aremet again, the coordinate system

is rotated to TR (i.e., top-right). Now, as shown in Fig. 26G for application

Gwith two tasks, the core (5,4) is chosen as free_XY because it has the smallest

Y and then the smallest X among all the free cores in the first region with

respect to the TR coordinate system. The active region is then shifted to

the second one and the procedure is repeated for application H.
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3.3 Methodology
The basic experimental setups are the same as Section 2.3. In addition, several

sets of applications each with 2–5 tasks are generated using TGG [32] where

the amount of data transferred from the source task to the destination task are

randomly distributed between 2 and 36 flits of data. Each application is con-

sidered 75% intracommunication and 25% intercommunication between

the other applications. The intercommunication between different applica-

tions is conducted by the first task of each application mapped to the system.

Applications are scheduled based on the FCFS policy and the maximum

possible scheduling rate is λfull. An allocation request for the scheduled appli-
cation is sent to the CM of the system. CM then based on the active region

sends the information to the responsible RM through the hierarchical man-

aging network. The hierarchical XY routing algorithm taken fromRef. [23]

is implemented in which intraregion communications are handled through

wired path and interregion communications are supported via both wired

and wireless paths. Two 64-core HWNoC (52% dark silicon) with three and

four WRs (Fig. 20) are considered in the simulations. Comparisons are also

made between RRM and random task mapping as baseline in addition to

the congestion-aware dynamic task mapping algorithm (DMA) presented

in Ref. [31].

3.4 Experimental Results
3.4.1 Hop Counts and Energy Saving
As shown in Refs. [33,34], decreasing Manhattan distance (MD) between

tasks of application edges is an effective way tominimize the communication

energy consumption of the applications. The percentage of packets that

are delivered over different path lengths (i.e., MD) is illustrated in Fig. 27.

The experiments have been run for different algorithms in the injection rate

of 0.5 λfull. As can be seen,more than 60% (andmore than 50%) of the packets

are delivered by one-hop distance using RRM algorithm in 64-core

HWNoC with four regions (and three regions).

Accordingly, Fig. 28 represents the average MD for different algorithms in

the injection rate of 0.5 λfull based on the percentageof the intracommunication

and intercommunication. By decreasing the percentage of intercommunica-

tion between applications, more energy can be saved by RRM, since it maps

all the tasks of each applicationbased onminimumHCC.As can be seenRRM

outperforms DMA in less than 5% intercommunication between different

applications.
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Fig. 27 Percentage of delivered packets in different path lengths in 64-core HWNoC
(A) four regions and (B) three regions.

Fig. 28 Average MD comparison.
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3.4.2 Network Latency and Congestion Avoidance
Fig. 29 shows the average network latency for different algorithms. It is sup-

posed that there is no gap between application arrivals. As can be seen, RRM

has a reasonable average network latency next to DMA. Contiguous map-

ping of each application tasks in both DMA and RRM results in lower net-

work latency than randommapping. Also, inDMA andRRM, by increasing

the injection rate, the network becomes uniformly congested because the

usage of WRs is more balanced.

It can be concluded from Figs. 27 and 29 that employing hierarchical XY

routing that uses wired paths for short-distance communications combined

Fig. 29 Average network latency in 64-core HWNoC (A) four regions and (B) three
regions.
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with RRM can dynamically reduce the congestion over WRs while min-

imized the communication energy consumption.

3.4.3 System Utilization
System utilization is another parameter that has been analyzed among the

different algorithms. As shown in Fig. 30, RRM has lower average system

utilization than DMA mapping but has better maximum system utilization

that is defined as the highest percentage of the utilization during the simu-

lation time. Note that the system utilization is based on the number of tasks

can bemapped on nondark cores (i.e., 48% of the cores in 64-coreHWNoC)

Fig. 30 System utilization in 64-core HWNoC (A) four regions and (B) three regions.
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which communicate with each other without dropping due to the high

congestion.

This happens because DMA tries to map not only all the tasks of each

application but also all the applications contiguous (i.e., close to CM) that

results in better average system utilization. On the other hand, RRM unlike

DMA does not suffer from area fragmentation and can reach higher maxi-

mum utilization (i.e., almost 98%).

3.4.4 Thermal Analysis
Figs. 31 and 32 demonstrate the thermal distribution of different algo-

rithms in the maximum system utilization based on Fig. 30. Furthermore,

Fig. 33 shows the average and the peak temperature comparisons. Per-

manent hot spots in the system greatly increase the failure probability.

Since in dark silicon age more than half of the chip is dark, RRM utilizes

the dark cores in order to efficiently avoid hot spots in the system. On the

other hand, DMA suffers from severe hot spot around CM and random

mapping has multiple hot spots around WRs. Moreover, unlike RRM,

the peak temperature is gotten worse in DMA by decreasing the number

of WRs.

3.5 Summary
In this section, a temperature- and congestion-aware task mapping algo-

rithm named RRM was introduced in order to solve some of the key

concerns in future HWNoC-based MCSoCs. Simulation results showed

significant improvement in both congestion and temperature control of

the system.More than 60% (and more than 50%) of the packets are delivered

by one-hop distance using RRM algorithm in 64-core HWNoC with four

regions (and three regions); this saves communication energy consumption

significantly. RRM also has a reasonable average network latency. Contig-

uous mapping of each application tasks results in lower network latency and

finally total execution time gain. Overall, RRM provides more than 50%

system utilization and about 98% maximum system utilization. Moreover,

the heat is distributed evenly across the whole chip using RRM algorithm.

The peak and average temperature are less than 352 and 330K, respectively,

in 64-core HWNoC. Fig. 34 shows the comparison summary of different

mapping algorithms.
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Fig. 31 Thermal distribution comparison in 64-core HWNoC with four regions (A) random, (B) DMA, and (C) RRM.
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Fig. 32 Thermal distribution comparison in 64-core HWNoC with three regions (A) random, (B) DMA, and (C) RRM.



4. CONCLUSION AND THE FUTURE OUTLOOK

Due to the utilization wall problem, the threshold voltage cannot be

scaled without exponentially increasing leakage, and as a result, the operat-

ing voltage should be kept roughly constant. This is an exponentially wors-

ening problem that accumulates with each process generation [35]. Recent

studies [1] have predicted that, on average, 52% of a chip’s area will stay dark

for the 8-nm technology node.

Based on the multiobjective nature of MCSoCs in dark silicon age, the

many-core system should be capable of observing and automatically adapting

its behavior and recourses in order to accomplish its assigned job efficiently.

On-chip self-awareness is a key enabling technology for efficient use of het-

erogeneous architectures and applications with guaranteed runtime system

objectives [36].

Moreover, we are expecting billions of devices connected to the Internet

of Things in the near future. Manual management to reach multiobjective

goals of these devices will soon become impossible. Thus, we need to bring

Fig. 33 Average and peak temperature comparison.

Fig. 34 Comparison summary.
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learning-based methods and control theory into the game as well. As a result,

the technology trend in embedded system design is not only shifting from

single-objective homogenous designs to multiobjective heterogeneous ones

but also inevitably changing from manually tune-up approaches to self-aware

platforms.
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